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FX markets were incredibly volatile this week, as denoted by Deutsche Bank’s FX
volatility index (CVIX) below. The main source of volatility came from events in the UK,
which saw the pound fall to an all-time low on Monday morning and forced the Bank of
England to make two emergency statements. While UK assets stole all the main
headlines, the economic data calendar and material increase in geopolitical risk also
added to the overall volatile backdrop. Given the events of the week and the level of
volatility, we have opted to cover most of the questions we have faced from clients in a
“Questions from the floor” section below. Should you have any questions that you’d like
covered in the future, please don’t hesitate to write in.
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Next week, volatility conditions are likely to remain near historical highs as investors
continue to reposition amid the higher yield, higher risk environment that they now face.
Under these conditions, it is unlikely that we will see the relationship between lower US
Treasury yields and higher equities occur as frequently as markets no longer see a
retreat in rates as a growth-positive expression. Meanwhile, markets will be kept busy by
the outcome of the first round of Brazil’s Presidential election and the fairly dense data
calendar, which includes North American labour market data and key decisions from
Antipodean central banks.
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FX volatility spikes higher this week amid turmoil in UK assets and US equities
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Calendar (all times BST)

Monday – 03/10

00:50 BOJ summary of opinions about the meeting held on September 21-22

01:00 Australia Melbourne Institute inflation for September MoM (prev -0.5%) and YoY 
(prev 4.9%)
Japan Jibun Bank manufacturing PMI for September (prev 51.0)

07:30 Sweden Swedbank/Silf manufacturing PMI for September (prev 50.6)
Switzerland CPI for September MoM (prev 0.3%) and YoY (est 3.6%, prev 3.5%)

08:00 Turkey CPI for September MoM (est 3.10%, prev 1.46%) and YoY                              
(est 83.5%, prev 80.21%)
Poland S&P Global manufacturing PMI for September (est 40.1, prev 40.9)

08:50 France final S&P Global manufacturing PMI for September (prev 47.8)

08:55 Germany final S&P Global manufacturing PMI for September (prev 48.3)

09:00 Eurozone S&P Global manufacturing PMI for September (prev 48.5)
Norway DNB/NIMA manufacturing PMI for September (prev 52.3)
Switzerland domestic (prev 626.6b) and total (prev 747.1b) sight deposits CHF for 
week September 30

09:30 UK final S&P Global/CIPS manufacturing PMI for September (prev 48.5)

11:00 Riksbank's Floden speech
Poland Industrial Production for August MoM (prev -0.4%) and YoY (prev -0.1%)

14:00 Singapore manufacturing PMI for September (prev 50.0)

14:05 Fed’s Bostic gives opening remarks at Technology Conference hosted by the 
Atlanta Fed

14:30 Canada S&P Global manufacturing PMI for September (prev 48.7)

14:45 US final S&P Global final manufacturing PMI for September (est 51.8, prev 51.8)

15:00 US ISM manufacturing for September (est 52.2, prev 52.8)
Prices paid (est 52.0, prev 52.5)
New orders (est 50.5, prev 51.3)
Employment (est 53.0, prev 54.2) 

19:00 Brazil trade balance for September (prev $30840m)

TBA Italy budget balance for September (prev 0.7b)

Tuesday – 04/10

00:30 Japan Tokyo CPI YoY for September (est 2.9%, prev 2.9%)
Ex-fresh, energy food YoY (est 1.6%, prev 1.4%) 

04:30 Australia RBA cash rate target for October 4 week (est 2.85%, prev 2.35%)
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09:00 Brazil weekly FIPE PCI for September (prev 0.12%)

10:00 Eurozone PPI for August MoM (prev 4.0%) and YoY (prev 37.9%)

13:30 ECB Governing Council member Centeno speaks at Forum Dialogue about ‘Past, 
present and future of the Economic and Monetary Union’

15:00 US factory orders (est 0.3%, prev -1.0%) and ex-transportation (prev -1.1%) for 
August
US durable goods orders (prev -0.2%) and ex-transportation (prev 0.2%) 
US jobs openings by industry for August (prev 11239k)

18:00 Fed’s Daly speaks to the Council on Foreign Relations in New York

23:00 Australia S&P Global composite PMI for September (prev 53.9)
Australia S&P Global services PMI for September (prev 53.9)

The RBA is set to increase the cash rate target by another 50bps in October. Despite
dovish commentary from Governor Lowe in his semi-annual testimony, where he stated
that it would be “appropriate at some point to slow the pace of increases,” the fact that he
caveated it by saying “at some point” suggests to us that a downshift to 25bps isn’t likely
this early on in the tightening cycle. We don’t expect a slowdown in the pace of
tightening until the cash rate is well within the neutral region of 2.5-3.5%, which it will be
after next week’s meeting.

01:30 Singapore S&P Global PMI for September (prev 56.0)
Japan Jibun Bank composite PMI for September (prev 50.9)
Japan Jibun Bank services PMI for September (prev 51.9)

02:00 RBNZ monetary policy review and official cash rate for October                           
(est 3.5%, prev 3.0%)

Wednesday – 05/10

The RBNZ is widely expected to raise its OCR target by 50bps again in October to 3.5%.
Despite the elevated nominal rate of interest, we don’t think the Board of Governors has
much appetite to slow the pace of the hiking cycle given the latest drop in the trade-
weighted Kiwi dollar, continued inflationary impulses, and positive surprises in headline
data since its August meeting. To that end, we think the RBNZ is on a pre-set path, unlike
the RBA, to raising rates to 4% by year-end.

07:00 Germany exports (prev -2.1%) and imports (prev -1.5%) MoM for August
Germany trade balance for August (prev 5.4b)

07:30 Sweden Swedbank/Silf composite PMI for September (prev 56.9)
Sweden Swedbank/Silf services PMI for September (prev 59.4)

07:45 France industrial production for August MoM (prev -1.6%) and YoY (prev -1.2%)
France manufacturing production MoM (prev -1.6%) and YoY (prev 0.2%) 

08:50 France final S&P Global composite PMI for September (prev 51.2)
France final S&P Global services composite PMI for September (prev 53.0)
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08:55 Germany final S&P Global composite PMI for September (prev 45.9)
Germany final S&P Global services PMI for September (prev 45.4)

09:00 Eurozone final S&P Global composite PMI for September (prev 48.2)
Eurozone final S&P Global services PMI for September (prev 48.9)

09:30 UK final S&P Global/CIPS composite PMI for September (prev 48.4)
UK final S&P Global/CIPS services PMI for September (prev 49.2)

12:00 US Mortgage applications for September 30 week (prev -3.7%)

13:00 Brazil industrial production for August MoM (prev 0.6%) and YoY (prev -0.5%)

13:15 US ADP employment change for September (est 200k, prev 132k)

13:30 US trade balance for August (est -$68.3b, prev -$70.7b)

14:00 Brazil S&P Global composite PMI for September (prev 53.2)
Brazil S&P Global services PMI for September (prev 53.9)

14:45 US final S&P Global composite PMI for September (prev 49.3)
US final S&P Global composite PMI for September (prev 49.2)

15:00 US ISM services index for September (est 56.2, prev 56.9)

21:00 Atlanta Fed President Raphael Bostic discusses inflation during a virtual event 
hosted by Northwestern University

TBA Poland base rate announcement for October (est 7.0% prev 6.75%)

Thursday – 06/10

01:00 New Zealand ANZ commodity price for September MoM (prev -3.3%)

01:30 Hong Kong S&P Global PMI for September (prev 51.2)
Australia imports (est -1%, prev 5%) and exports (est 2%, prev -10%) for August 
MoM

07:00 Germany factory orders for August MoM (prev -1.1%) and wda YoY (prev -13.6%)
Sweden industrial orders for August MoM (prev 3.0%) and nsa YoY (prev 4.3%)
Sweden GDP indicator for August sa MoM (prev 0.0%) and wda YoY (prev 1.6%)

08:00 Hungary one-week deposit rate  for October (prev 13.0%)

10:00 Eurozone retail sales for August MoM (prev 0.3%) and YoY (prev -0.9%)

12:00 Mexico gross fixed investment for July (prev 7.8%)
Brazil FGV inflation IGP-DI for September MoM (prev -0.55%) and YoY              
(prev 8.67%)

13:30 US initial jobless claims for October 1 week (prev 193k)
US continuing claims for September 24 week (prev 1347k)

18:00 Fed Evans discusses the economy and monetary policy during a moderated 
Q&A hosted by the Illinois Chamber of Commerce in Chicago
Fed Cook speaks at the Peterson Institute for International Economics in 
Washington
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23:00 Fed Mester discusses the economic outlook during an event hosted by the 
Council for Economic Education

TBA BOJ Governor Kuroda Speech at the Branch Managers' Meeting

01:30 RBA releases semi-annual Financial Stability Review

06:45 Switzerland unemployment rate for September (est 2.0%, prev 2.0%)

07:00 Germany retail sales for August MoM (est -1.0%, prev 1.9%) and nsa YoY              
(est -5.0%, prev 5.5%)
Germany industrial production for August MoM (prev 1.5%) and YoY                    
(est 2.4%, prev -1.1%) 
Norway industrial production for August MoM (prev 1.5%) and wda YoY            
(prev 1.8%)
Norway GDP for August MoM (prev 0.3%)
Sweden budget balance for September (prev 44.5b)

07:45 France current account balance (prev -5.3b)
France trade balance for August (prev -26.6m)

08:00 Switzerland foreign currency reserves for September (prev 859.6b)

12:00 Mexico CPI for September MoM (prev 0.7%) and YoY (prev 8.7%) 

13:00 National Bank of Poland publishes minutes of rate meeting
Brazil retail sales for August MoM (prev -0.8%) and YoY (prev -5.2%)

13:30 US change in nonfarm payrolls for September (est 250k, prev 315k)
US unemployment rate for September (est 3.7%, prev 3.7%)
US labour force participation rate for September (prev 62.4%)
Canada net change in employment for September (est 22.5K, prev -39.7k)
Canada unemployment rate for September (est 5.4%, prev 5.4%)

15:00 US wholesale inventories final data for August MoM (prev 1.3%)
US wholesale trade sales for August MoM (prev -1.4%)

Friday – 07/10

QUESTIONS FROM THE FLOOR 

What has the Bank of England done this week, how has it impacted sterling,
and what does it mean going forward?

In response to Chancellor Kwasi Kwarteng’s not so "mini" budget on Friday 23rd, the Bank
of England has been forced by markets to announce two reactionary statements this
week. The first, a statement directly from Governor Bailey, was released on Monday
afternoon as markets continued to reel from Friday’s announcement. At this point, the
pound had already dropped to a record low in overnight hours and continued to trade at
relatively depressed levels in European trading, interest rate expectations in swap
markets soared to 6% by March 2023, with 200bps implied for the Bank’s November
meeting and 50bps priced in for that week alone, and the 2-year gilt yield had jumped 60

https://www.monexcanada.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/the-not-so-mini-uk-budget/
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/news/2022/september/statement-from-the-governor-of-the-boe
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basis points to trade north of 4.5%. Within the statement, Governor Bailey ruled out an
inter-meeting rate hike, but offered markets some concessions by stating that the BoE
will raise rates by “as much as needed” while also taking the rare steps to explicitly tie its
upcoming decisions with the prevailing GBP rate. However, this did little to appease
investor concerns and saw the pound fall in response to Governor Bailey’s rebuttal of an
emergency rate hike.

In the following 24 hours, gilt yields continued to climb higher, with the 30-year notably
breaking 5% for the first time since 2002. In FX markets, price action was choppier as the
pound bounced around in a one-point range for the bulk of the European session until US
equities nosedived, spurring another bout of USD buying and another slip in the pound.
The elevated level of volatility in UK assets on Tuesday was just a taster of what was to
come, however, as on Wednesday, the BoE was forced to intervene yet again. This time,
it was their financial stability duty that warranted further action. News that liability driven
investors (mainly pension funds) were about to face serious margin calls as their
collateral in the form of UK government debt was rapidly losing value. The threat of large
sell orders into a relatively illiquid longer-term gilt market prompted the Bank of England
to step in to provide liquidity via a £65bn emergency programme up until October 15th
and simultaneously delay its plans to begin active quantitative tightening until November.

While the Bank's second statement on Wednesday initially appeased the 
angry mob in gilt markets, inducing a moderation in yields, especially for 

long-term gilts, the market was left still wanting more in terms of 
support.

It was only when US Treasury yields began to slip again, arguably due to the contagion of
lower gilt yields on the broader fixed income space, that the cross-asset risk environment
proved supportive yet again and enabled a recovery in the pound. This recovery
continued towards the end of the week, but as noted in Friday’s morning report, we are
hesitant to read too much into the recent price action due to the likely distortions
liquidation efforts and month-end/ quarter-end flows had on GBPUSD spot. We think the
current rally in GBPUSD doesn’t reflect improved investor sentiment and still favour a
weaker pound until we see a material improvement in the UK’s fundamentals or a
backtrack in the government’s economic policies.

In terms of volatility, this week has been historic for UK assets (see graphs below).
Without the Bank of England backstopping investor confidence, we think the level of
volatility will remain above historical averages albeit it below this week’s highs, barring
any further government announces. In a quieter market, the Bank of England may be
emboldened to underpin investor sentiment via an emergency rate hike as it is less likely
to inflame the market hysteria and provide a stable floor under the pound. However,
given the BoE’s preference to try and verbally get markets to price this ahead of the

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/news/2022/september/bank-of-england-announces-gilt-market-operation
https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/news/fx-markets-remain-choppy-on-month-end-flows-and-equity-turmoil/
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November meeting, the probability of an emergency rate hike is dependent on a
retracement in the pound. We don’t see the Bank raising rates prior to November as long
as GBPUSD trades above 1.05.

The level of volatility in UK assets, as denoted by daily trading ranges in gilts and the
pound, has been historic this week
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How bad is the outlook for the eurozone economy given the latest gas news?

While neither Nord Stream pipelines were providing gas to Germany at the time of the
proclaimed sabotage, the damage to the infrastructure removed any tail risk probability
of Russian gas being delivered to EU nations over the winter months; an eventuality that
would only occur if some sanctions were scaled back or there was an acceptable
outcome to the war in Ukraine. With the eurozone composite PMI already sitting in
negative territory for two months now, and the German economy already likely operating
within a technical recession, we expect the eurozone economy to enter a recession over
the coming quarters. The question now is how deep the recession will be. The consensus
among economists’ forecasts submitted to Bloomberg suggests two consecutive
quarters of negative growth– a 0.3% contraction in Q4 and -0.2% in Q1. Although
estimating GDP isn’t our primary objective, we think the risks tilt towards a more
pronounced recession over the winter months, driven by industrial shutdowns and
energy rationing measures being implemented.

Bloomberg’s recession probability model is likely to tick up further given the news
over Nord Stream

Core inflation has softened in Canada, but not in the US. Is the Fed now set to
outpace the BoC?

Currently, the Bank of Canada’s overnight rate sits at 3.25%, while the top end of the band
for the federal funds rate also sits at that level. Additionally, the most recent rate hikes by
both central banks have been in the size of 75bps. Given that the Bank of Canada’s
decisions are typically scheduled to occur about a week before those of the Fed, we
have previously argued that the Bank of Canada’s current policy is to pre-empt the Fed’s
decisions. This allows the BoC to show its independence, while matching the sizing
allows it to avoid excessive loonie depreciation, which would fuel external demand and
inflation.

Despite the synergy in both economies’ hiking cycles, two major divergences between
the on-the-ground economic realities in Canada and the US will lead the Bank of Canada
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to be less hawkish than the Federal Reserve in the next phase of this cycle. First, core
inflation pressures have eased considerably in Canada, which is not the case in the US.
Second, Canada’s housing market is significantly more leveraged than that of the US,
making the real economy more sensitive to monetary policy actions. The historical record
also suggests that the Fed generally tends to deliver more tightening than the BoC in
simultaneous hiking cycles.

There are two ways in which the Bank of Canada could be less hawkish than the Fed. The
first is the scenario implied by money markets, where the Bank of Canada merely gets to
a lower terminal rate. The second scenario sees the BoC continue hiking in lockstep with
the Fed, arriving at the same terminal rate but backing off earlier because of the key
economic differences we previously mentioned. Which of these two scenarios will play
out is difficult to project with some conviction as the lack of transparency over the BoC’s
policy deliberations makes it difficult to understand their true reaction function.

Currently, we see the market-implied scenario as more likely, but we 
acknowledge the second scenario as a substantial risk.

Both scenarios are bullish for USDCAD, but the path forward should differ. In the lower
BoC terminal rate scenario, interest rate differentials widen earlier, placing upward
pressure on USDCAD in the near term. In the lockstep scenario, interest rate differentials
remain neutral on USDCAD until the Bank of Canada pivots first, but tighter policy relative
to the first scenario implies more downside for interest-rate sensitive sectors within the
Canadian economy, and thus deeper cuts by the BoC when it is forced to back off. As a
result, the effect is that upward pressure on USDCAD is to be delayed, but will be more
structural over the medium-term.

Illustrative USDCAD scenarios

The Fed was aggressive last week with its forward guidance. Given that they
said they would go meeting-by-meeting, how much credence should we give
its dot plot?

Markets watch the Federal Reserve’s dot plot closely because it is highly informative of
the balance of the FOMC member views. While the information content of the dots is rich

https://www.monexcanada.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/loonie-slips-on-broad-based-moderation-in-inflation-pressures/
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in this sense, the forecast accuracy of the dots means it shouldn’t be taken at face value.
The dot plot is heavily revised at most meetings, and as a whole, tends to track closely
with the federal funds rate. Just as an example, the median dot for 2022 put the fed funds
rate at 0.875% in December of last year, 1.875% this March, 3.375% in June, and 4.375% in
September.

However, as mentioned, the dot plot is good at relaying the FOMC’s current preferences.
For instance, the fact that the Fed has repeatedly lifted the dots suggests that it has
become increasingly focused on achieving its inflation mandate and is placing less
weight on the job market. It also suggests that officials now believe inflation dynamics
require a more forceful hand to suppress. Given the recent increase in sequential core
inflation pressures and the fact that inflation sits so high above target, we think the Fed’s
upwards revision to its 2022 dot plot is telling and believe 100-125bps of hikes is most
likely over the coming two meetings (November and December).

On the one hand, should consumers continue to drawdown on the elevated level of
liquid deposits amassed over the past two years, the Fed’s forecast of an interest rate of
4.6% by end 2023 is likely. But, the pattern year-to-date is that consumers are looking to
smooth their consumption path with their stored assets as opposed to increase their level
of spending as a whole. Should this continue, we think inflation should moderate slightly
quicker than the Fed currently expects, leaving them to end 2023 at a lower interest rate
than their current projection of 4.6%. Therefore, at this moment in time, we think the
FOMC have deliberately struck a hawkish tone with their dot plot for 2023 in order to
keep market pricing of interest rates high and financial conditions tight, with the intention
of placing the balance of risks in favour of them underdelivering on their current median
2023 dot.

However, we think the nature of this economic environment makes 
forecasting beyond the upcoming quarter subject to a large forecasting 

error.

The Fed’s September dot plot
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What are central banks doing in Asia and is it sustainable?

In very different styles, central banks in Asia are pushing back on the broad USD strength
that is primarily being driven widening yield differentials. It all started in Korea where the
central bank sold $15.4nbn in Q2 to protect the won, but with pressure from a more
hawkish Federal Reserve persisting, officials likely upped their intervention methods in
Q3 in order to stem the slide in USDKRW. We only have official data for August thus far,
but it shows the Bank of Korea’s FX reserves dropped toa two-year low of $436.4bn. Any
intervention methods have proven unsuccessful thus far, however, as the USDKRW rate
has surpassed the 1400 level that many analysts deemed to be the BoK’s line in the sand.

During the BoK’s physical intervention efforts in Q2, the Bank of Japan was firmly focused
on intervening in markets via verbal measures as it looked to offset the pressure JPY
depreciation placed on the longevity of its yield curve control framework – the source of
the currency’s depreciation. Similar to Korea, however, Japanese authorities were finally
forced to make good on their verbal methods on September 22nd by drawing down on
some of its FX reserves following warnings of “rate checks” and “stealth intervention”.

Data released this morning showed that Japan spent $19.7bn in 
intervening in FX markets in September, with the bulk of the intervention 

likely occurring on the 22nd. This undershot analyst expectations of 
$25bn. 

Meanwhile, in China, efforts by PBoC officials have been more nuanced. In an attempt to
perceivably defend the 7.00 handle on USDCNY, the central bank repeatedly set its daily
fixing, from which the onshore currency pair is able to trade within a 2% daily range, lower
than where economists anticipated using fundamental models. Despite this
countercyclical factor coming back into play in the CNY fixing, a slowing Chinese
economy and widening US- China rate differential sent the onshore pair north of 7.2, a
low that hasn’t been seen since the latest unpegging of the currency in 2010. This
prompted reports (see here) that the central bank is preparing state banks to build up
their coffers with USD in anticipation to intervene in offshore yuan markets should the
need arise, along with an FX body in China asking local Banks to trade the onshore yuan
closer to the central banks daily fixing in the first few minutes of the market open in a
further attempt to pushback on the offshore depreciation. Ultimately, the measures taken
up by the PBoC are aimed at limiting the depreciation seen in the yuan over next week’s
national holiday, Golden Week, but can also be viewed as their distaste towards longer-
term CNY depreciation in the build up to October’s National People’s Congress.

The limited longevity and impact of unilateral intervention methods has been well
documented over the past two decades, meaning that efforts by the Bank of Korea and
Japan’s Ministry of Finance, via the Bank of Japan, are viewed as attempts to slow the
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pace of depreciation and reduce the level of intraday volatility ahead of a stabilisation in
rate differentials as opposed to sustainably strengthening their currencies. In this regard,
the efforts have proven to be sufficient in Japan with the USDJPY remaining below the
145 handle as some USDJPY longs have been shaken out of the market, although the
measures taken by the BoK have been less successful with the won depreciating 10.3% in
the past six weeks. For the yuan, the PBOC’s efforts are far more sustainable given the
capital controls at play within the onshore market, while the economy’s unique makeup
means that they have plenty more levers to pull on before diving directly into FX markets
and potentially drawing the ire of the US Treasury. At an extreme, China’s $3trn in FX
reserves means that any physical intervention efforts will be seen as highly credible and
will likely resort in markets dancing to the PBoC’s tune, especially as the central bank has
a track record of fixing its currency against the dollar during times of global distress.
Although the latter policy is usually implemented during fully fledged crises and has
historically prevented further CNY depreciation, thus not exposing the PBoC’s balance
sheet in defending the peg, we can’t rule out this extreme tail risk scenario should
markets continue to resist the softer measures.
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